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HEADLINES 

 

Mexico hosts the United Nations Climate Change 

Conference. Haiti holds presidential and legislative 

elections marked by irregularities. Costa Rica appeals 

to the International Court of Justice in a border dispute 

with Nicaragua. The former president of Colombia 

continues to clash with the Colombian Supreme Court. 

Colombia and Ecuador agree to reestablish full 

diplomatic ties. The Brazilian government tackles the 

war on drugs in surprising ways. Emigration from 

Brazil increases despite a growing economy and a 

record number of new jobs created at home. Events in 

November strain relations between the government of 

Bolivia and the Bolivian Catholic Church.  

Mexico 

Mexico hosts the United Nations Climate Change 

Conference from November 29 to December 10 in 

the tourist hub of Cancún. The meetings include the 

16th session of the Conference of Parties to the UN 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP 16) 

and the 6th session of Conference of Parties to the 

Kyoto Protocol. Representatives of more than 190 

countries and at least 15,000 scientists, activists, and 

advocates are expected to attend the formal meetings 

and side events. Following the disappointing outcome 

of last December’s COP 15 in Copenhagen, where 

delegates failed to achieve international agreement on 

binding targets for emissions reductions, hopes are high 

that diplomats and international climate negotiators will 

reach consensus in Cancún on steps that can be taken in 

the areas of climate change mitigation, adaptation, and 

technology development. In preparing to host this 

year’s meetings, Mexico has carried out extensive 

consultations with officials in all world regions to pave 

the way for positive discussions during the first two 

weeks in December. President Felipe Calderón has 

stated that countries must recognize that economic 

development and action on climate change are not 

incompatible and has urged the international 

community to invest in a global ―Green Fund‖ to help 

the most disadvantaged countries secure long-term 

financing to tackle climate challenges. During the most 

recent pre-COP Ministerial held in Mexico City 

November 4–5, Foreign Minister Patricia Espinosa 

noted that the act of hosting the meeting presents an 

opportunity to raise public awareness regarding 

environmental issues and sustainable development 

within the Latin American and Caribbean region, where 

popular knowledge about climate change is often 

lacking. Mexico’s own efforts to reduce the effects of 

deforestation on climate change by working to protect 

wooded areas and other natural resources have been 

praised by international observers. Experts estimate 

that one-fifth of greenhouse gas emissions are produced 

through deforestation. As recently as the 1970s, 

agriculture specialists worried that Mexico’s high rate 

of population growth would result in the irreversible 

destruction of forests and lead to a severe depletion of 

the country’s natural resources. But laws that place 

resource management in the hands of local 

communities, as opposed to private landowners, have 

promoted innovative and sustainable practices in some 

of Mexico’s most important forests, and some analysts 

have suggested that Mexico’s communal land 

management policies could serve as a model for other 

countries desiring to address climate change through 

improved natural resource practices. With roundtables, 

negotiations, national statements, dinners, and high-

level segments planned for the next two weeks under its 

presidency of the UN Climate Change Conference, 

Mexico should have ample opportunities to showcase 



its leadership and achievements in this complex field. 

Katherine E. Bliss  

 

Haiti 

 

Haiti’s presidential and legislative elections, held on 

Sunday, November 28, were marked by many 

irregularities. Yet the challenge of holding this much-

awaited contest was met when international observers 

deemed the elections to be imperfect, but fair. 

According to a statement issued by Ambassador Colin 

Granderson, head of the election mission for the 

Organization of American States and the Caribbean 

Community, only 4 percent of voting sites experienced 

disruptions out of 1,500 nationwide. He reported that in 

spite of multiple problems at the polls, they were not 

extensive enough to warrant an annulment of the vote.  

With Election Day tempers flaring due to a wide range 

of problems in Port au Prince and other cities, 12 of 19 

candidates for Haiti’s presidency called the November 

28 elections fraudulent and asked for the results to be 

annulled. Twenty-four hours later as more information 

about voting became available, the two supposed front-

runners in the race, Mirlande Manigat and Michel 

Martelly (―Sweet Micky‖) had reversed their statements 

on canceling the results. They are now were seeking 

that the votes be counted. Final tallies are expected on 

December 7, with a possible run-off scheduled for 

January 16, 2011.  

That elections took place at all is testament to several 

factors converging in spite of Haiti’s chaotic situation: a 

strong desire by Haitians to get on with their lives, an 

international community ready to invest in Haiti’s 

rebuilding after so many delays, and a large number of 

political candidates (19 for president) that offered a 

competitive range of choices. Eleven months after a 

major earthquake devastated the Haitian capital, Port au 

Prince, and with it what little government structure 

existed, the Haitian people were eager to move on with 

their lives. In spite of the difficulties of the physical 

environment, the Organization of American States, the 

UN peacekeeping mission (MINUSTAH), and Haiti’s 

Provisional Electoral Council did manage to get voter 

cards replaced and organize a nationwide election in 

times of destruction and a cholera epidemic. 

What lies ahead is the challenge of not only 

determining the results of national elections, but also 

ensuring that those who did vote are provided with 

some tangible evidence that their effort to cast a ballot 

under such trying conditions was not in vain. Haiti’s 

long history of ―winner takes all‖ politics is not 

conducive to rebuilding the state. No matter who 

prevails after this round of voting, it will be imperative 

for anyone who attempts to govern Haiti to consider a 

more inclusive and power-sharing government if Haiti 

is ever to be put back together again as a viable state. 

To achieve this will require the support of the current 

Haitian leaders, the ongoing commitment of the United 

Nations to remain on the ground, and a new generation 

of Haitians who finally say that a transformation of 

political culture is essential at this point in time. 

Johanna Mendelson Forman 

 

 

Costa Rica/Nicaragua 

On December 1, at a ceremony marking the 62nd 

anniversary of Costa Rica’s official demilitarization, 

President Laura Chinchilla addressed recently 

heightened tension along the San Juan River border 

between Costa Rica and Nicaragua. The border has 

been the focus of a number of disputes throughout the 

twentieth century.  

Tension between the two countries mounted during 

November, as Nicaragua increased its military presence 

along the border and, reportedly, in Isla Calero, the 

largest island in the San Juan River. In early November, 

Nicaraguan soldiers occupied a portion of Costa Rican 

territory that they claim they mistook for Nicaraguan 

land after consulting an erroneous map. Costa Rica 

responded by increasing its police presence around the 

mouths of both the Colorado and San Carlos rivers.  

In addition, the Costa Rican government claims that 

Nicaragua’s dredging of the San Juan River violates 

Costa Rica’s territorial sovereignty and harms the 

surrounding ecosystem. Nicaragua began the dredging 

operation close to Isla Calero in October. Costa Rica 



maintains that the dredging process adversely affects 

the island’s wetlands, which form part of a nature 

reserve owned by the Costa Rican Ministry of the 

Environment.  

In a resolution passed in mid-November, the 

Organization of American States said the two countries 

should begin urgent talks to resolve their differences 

and urged both countries to withdraw their security 

forces from the disputed river border. Costa Rica 

claimed the resolution as a victory when it passed in a 

22 to 2 vote, with Nicaragua and Venezuela casting the 

only votes against it.  

Costa Rica has filed a case against the Nicaraguan 

government at the International Court of Justice in The 

Hague to address the border issues. The charges will be 

brought before the court in January. 

The border dispute is a long-standing problem that will 

only be resolved when both countries agree to draw 

back their military and police forces from the border 

and address the issue through international dispute 

mechanisms. Patricia Kehoe and Caitlin Watson 

 

 

Colombia 

 

Alvaro Uribe’s fight with his county’s Supreme 

Court has grown even more bitter since he left the 

presidency last August. Colombians have no judicial 

guarantees, he said flatly last week. It was 

understandable, he added, that Maria del Pilar Moreno, 

who served for a brief time as chief of the 

Administrative Department of Security (DAS), 

Colombia’s civilian intelligence service, had sought 

political asylum in Panama to avoid prosecution in a 

long-brewing scandal over the DAS’s spying on 

members of the court. Five other aides to Uribe are 

under investigation for allegedly ordering illegal 

wiretaps of the court’s telephones, and a former interior 

minister is accused of trading political favors for votes 

to get a constitutional change that allowed Uribe to run 

for reelection in 2006. President Juan Manual Santos 

has had to come out with a clear statement that ―justice 

does exist in Colombia,‖ and his foreign minister has 

criticized Panama for offering asylum in what is 

fundamentally a criminal matter. Uribe maintained high 

popularity throughout his eight years in office, but his 

clashes with the judicial system have damaged his 

image. Santos, his successor, has sought to make up 

with the court, and the court has reacted positively. For 

more than a year, it had blocked the regular 

constitutional process of selecting a new head of the 

country’s criminal prosecution service, the fiscalia, but 

now says it will select this key executive from the 

candidates Santos has nominated. Respect for law 

remains in delicate balance in Colombia. Under attack 

by narcotics traffickers in the 1980s, the courts were 

near collapse. The country’s capacity to investigate 

crime disappeared, and especially following the 1985 

assassination of half the court, it appeared that some of 

the survivors were working for the drug lords. Major 

reforms, especially the total rewriting of the 

Constitution in 1991 and the subsequent U.S.-

influenced switch to accusatory penal procedures, have 

helped. Yet, confidence in the courts is not high and will 

not be helped by the former president’s statements. 

Phillip McLean 

 

 

Ecuador 

 

On Friday, November 26, the presidents of 

Colombia and Ecuador announced that they will 

resume full diplomatic relations after more than two 

years of estrangement at a summit of the Union of 

South American Nations (UNASUR) in Georgetown, 

Guyana. Ecuador and Colombia broke off diplomatic 

relations on March 3, 2008, two days after the 

Colombian military launched an attack on FARC rebels 

in Angostura, just inside Ecuador’s border with 

Colombia. The attack killed 25 people, including Raúl 

Reyes, a leader of the leftist rebel group.  

In early June 2008, former U.S. president Jimmy Carter 

brokered an agreement between Colombia and Ecuador 

to renew low-level diplomatic ties. However, in late 

June 2008, Colombian foreign minister Fernando 

Araujo postponed the reestablishment of diplomatic ties 

in the wake of statements from Ecuador’s president 

Rafael Correa aggressively condemning Colombia for 
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the attack. In response to the postponement, Correa said 

that he would not restore diplomatic ties with Colombia 

until President Alvaro Uribe left office in 2010.  

In June 2010, Juan Manuel Santos was elected 

president of Colombia. Upon his election, Santos 

received a congratulatory call from Correa, possibly 

suggesting the prospect of the reestablishment of ties 

between the two countries. President Santos was the 

defense minister of Colombia during the raid on the 

FARC camp and subsequent termination of diplomatic 

ties with Ecuador.  

With the election of Juan Manuel Santos as president of 

Colombia in June, Ecuador-Colombia relations took a 

positive turn. President Santos received a 

congratulatory call from Correa, suggesting the 

prospect of a reestablishment of ties between the two 

countries. 

Under the recent agreement to restore relations, each 

country will name new ambassadors before December 

24. Regarding this rapprochement, Ecuadorian 

president Correa said, ―Without forgetting the past…we 

have to look to the future and for the good of our people 

we must totally…restore diplomatic relations [with 

Colombia].‖ 

Colombian president Santos has made important 

strides toward improving relations with Colombia’s 

neighbors since becoming president of Colombia in 

June 2010. Not only has he brokered an agreement 

between Colombia and Ecuador, but he has also made 

efforts to restore ties with Venezuela as well. On the 

same day that Colombia and Ecuador announced the 

reestablishment of diplomatic ties, Venezuela, in a sign 

of the warming relations, announced plans to restart 

fuel shipments to the Colombian state of Norte de 

Santander. Jessica Carlton 

 

 

 

Brazil 

 

The Brazilian government is toughening its “war on 

drugs” in surprising ways. Most dramatically the 

army launched an attack on drug gangs in two of Rio de 

Janeiro’s most notorious poor neighborhoods, Vila 

Cruzeiro and Almao. Rio’s governor, Sergio Cabral, 

said that Almao, where large caches of arms and 

narcotics were found, had not had an effective 

government presence for more than three decades. The 

army says it will stay for at least seven months. Earlier 

police and army assaults on Rio’s favelas have had little 

or no long-lasting effect, and authorities had to satisfy 

themselves with efforts to seal off the most dangerous 

parts of the city. This time both officials and the public 

are optimistic. Cabral prepared the way in recent years 

by establishing unarmed Police Pacification Units 

(UPP) devoted more to practical steps to reduce 

violence than to putting law enforcement first. Now the 

army and regular police say that a key to their success 

is the cooperation they are receiving from the poor 

inhabitants. The other striking departure for Brazil is its 

counter–drug trafficking initiative with bordering 

countries. It has spent $350 million buying aerial 

intelligence drones from Israel. Rio’s leading 

newspaper O Globo reported November 28 that 

Uruguay and Paraguay have indicated they will allow 

the drones to overfly their territories to help track drug 

runners, and Bolivia has given signs it will cooperate. 

Colombia has so far begged off with the claim that it 

might interfere with its U.S.-provided assistance—

although it is known that the two countries are quietly 

cooperating in other respects. Despite growing evidence 

that their country was becoming both a drug-trafficking 

and drug-consuming nation, for many years Brazilian 

officials refused to address the issues directly. Urban 

violence was seen as a product of poverty. Now the 

drug connection is explicitly cited. Cabral, just 

reelected by a wide margin, has led the way and says 

there will be more operations in other neighborhoods. 

Neither of the leading candidates in the recent 

presidential campaign put much emphasis on law 

enforcement or drugs but these prickly issues kept 

coming up in the debates. With Brazil due to host the 

World Cup in 2014 and Rio the Olympics in 2016—and 

perhaps with an eye on Mexico’s tragic violence—

Brazil’s decisionmakers seem ready to recognize the 

need for actions to stem what has become more than 

“just a social problem.” Phillip McLean 

 



Emigration from Brazil continues to increase despite 

a growing economy and a record number of new 

jobs created at home. According to the Brazilian 

Labor Ministry, some 2.4 million jobs were created this 

year, a number that surpassed Brazil’s all-time record 

from last year of 2.1 million. However, some 90,000 

Brazilians left the country in 2009, the highest number 

in ten years.  

The Brazilian emigration flow began in the 1980s, 

during the so called lost decade, when most economies 

in Latin America shrunk as a result of a debt crisis. 

However, Brazil now enjoys a stable economy with 

steady growth and has significantly reduced poverty. 

While most developed countries are struggling to 

recover from the recent recession, Brazil has weathered 

it relatively well and even reported positive growth in 

2009. Nevertheless, many Brazilians continue to look 

for better opportunities abroad. Victor Klagsbrunn, a 

migration specialist from the Federal University of Rio 

de Janeiro, estimates that between 2001 and 2009, 

541.487 Brazilians left the country. This trend tends to 

reverse briefly during times of international economic 

crises, as in 2008, when more Brazilians returned to 

Brazil than left it. According to Brazil’s Central Bank, 

remittances sent from abroad declined from $2.9 billion 

in 2008 to $2.2 billion in 2009 during the recent 

economic crisis. However, remittances are already 

climbing back up this year, as Brazilians have sent 

home some US$1.4 billion as of August 2010, a 1.3 

percent increase as compared to the same period last 

year. 

 Prospects of higher incomes abroad inspire many 

lower middle class Brazilians to emigrate. According to 

the School of Social Sciences of the Getulio Vargas 

Foundation, some 53 percent of Brazilians living 

abroad make more than $30,000, compared with less 

than 7.6 percent of the general population in Brazil. 

Security concerns and lack of information regarding 

the economic situation in other countries may also 

encourage emigration. Recently, the migration pattern 

in Brazil has shifted away from the United States 

toward Europe. More Brazilians are also going to 

Central America and Mexico than ever before, possibly 

as a route to arrive ultimately in the United States. 

Jake Liskowiak 

 

 

Bolivia  

 

Relations between the government of Evo Morales 

and the Bolivian Catholic Church were considerably 

strained by a series of events in November. Meeting 

in Cochabamba, November 11–16, the Bolivian 

Council of Bishops (CEB) expressed broad concern 

about the state of democracy in the country and warned 

about the spread of drug trafficking and coca 

cultivation. In its pronouncements, the CEB stated that 

Bolivia is evolving into a ―purely formal democracy‖ in 

which ―inalienable rights are trodden on.‖ Further 

concern was expressed for freedom of expression and 

the negative effects of drug trafficking on the country, 

calling on Bolivians to ―reverse the path‖ the country is 

taking. President Morales responded by insinuating that 

the Church, headed by a Pope who is elected for life, is 

not qualified to talk about democracy and that it 

supports a return to the old order of the ―pacted 

democracy‖ of 1985–2003. Tensions mounted further 

in the wake of a statement by the Bishop of 

Cochabamba, Tito Solari, that drug trafficking in the 

Chapare area of the department of Cochabamba is on 

the rise and that children are involved in selling drugs. 

This prompted the six federations of coca growers in 

the Chapare to declare Solari ―non grata‖ and to call on 

the government to expel him from the country if he did 

not retract his statements within 48 hours. President 

Morales, himself president of the coca grower’s 

federation of the Chapare, stated that he did not support 

the ultimatum of his compañeros but nonetheless 

accused Solari of making political statements and being 

―the best spokesman for the Department of State of the 

United States.‖ Many other figures in the Morales 

administration joined the chorus, some claiming the 

Church to be an agent of the political opposition. Days 

later, newspapers cited Foreign Minister David 

Choquehuanca (who is also responsible for relations 

with religious groups) as stating that tax privileges for 

religious organizations, including the Catholic Church, 

would be suspended. Vice Minister of Decolonization 
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Félix Cárdenas was more direct, stating that ―there 

cannot be the smallest privilege for the Catholic 

religion….the Church must pay taxes‖ and warned that 

if the Church refused to do so, all of its installations and 

assets would be considered government property. 

Church/state relations in Bolivia have evolved 

considerably since Evo Morales became president in 

January 2006. The Church had long enjoyed special 

prestige and status in the country. Until the approval of 

the new constitution of 2009 drafted by the Movement 

to Socialism (MAS) party of Morales, Catholicism had 

been the state religion, and the Church exercised 

considerable political influence. Within a year after 

taking office, Morales and the Church agreed to draft a 

new “framework agreement for inter-institutional 

cooperation” after the approval of a new constitution. 

The new Framework Agreement was signed in August 

2009 between the Church hierarchy and the 

government. In it, the government recognized the right 

of the Church “to administer the human and physical 

resources of its works” including Catholic schools, and 

reaffirmed property rights and tax exemptions and the 

right to educate religious personnel. This apparent 

modus vivendi was severely tested, however, by an 

announcement by a government prosecutor in March 

2010 that Cardinal Archbishop Julio Terrazas had been 

the recipient of what were characterized as illegal 

payments by the Banzer government in 1999. The 

Church denounced the accusations as “slanderous,” 

but the incident set the Church/state relationship on a 

downward slope. A prevalent view of the Church as an 

opponent appears to be taking shape within the MAS 

and Morales government, pointing to further difficulties 

in the future. Peter De Shazo 
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